ULTIMATE AUGMENTED SERVICE & INSPECTION PROCESS
Highest performance and accuracy during indoor and outdoor
maintenance, repair & overhaul
xInspect is a solution supporting a variety of
service & maintenance processes in multiple
industries. These activities occupy both
hands of a service technician. At the same
time, digital information and instructions
such as maintenance procedures are needed
to conduct the task.
With xInspect, all relevant information like
guidelines and check lists are always right
in the field of view without decreasing the
worker’s mobility. If errors or processes
have to be documented, the technician can
use speech-to-text commands, take photos
or record videos on-site. In case the technician cannot resolve a problem directly on-site,
remote experts can be consulted for advice.
With the Frontline Creator, completely new
use cases can be compiled easily without IT
know-how.

Supported Processes
Service procedures
Utility maintenance
Checklist inspection
System overhaul
Infrastructure maintenance
Training for workers
See-what-I-see procedures
...and many more!

Core Features

Flexibility

Documentation

Integration

Hands-free, with visual
step-by-step instructions to
ensure process quality

On-site and instantaneous
with speech-to-text, photos
and videos

Connects easily with your
existing IT systems (MES,
ERP, etc...)

Device agnostic

Location based alerts

DIY AR workflow editor

Compatible with diverse
hardware and software
infrastructure

Important information pertaining to location displayed
in real-time

For fast and cost-efficient
creation or modification of
AR workflows

Your Benefits
Faster processes

Higher quality

Enhanced safety

Significant reduction of machine
downtimes

Instant quality control and process feedback

Visualization of safety warnings
and security procedures

Better documentation

Faster response

Quick payback

Direct & on-site recording of
errors and irregularities

Access to remote expert help
wherever and whenever needed

Return on investment within a
few months

Selected References
”It also builds up the customer experience, because with one click we are able to issue
inspection reports with pictures and all the records the technician has done all along
the inspection steps.“ | Melanie Bergier, MRO Director, Airbus Helicopters
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